
Commodore's Cruise 2009

We had the usual pre-cruise meetings where lots of people thought they might come but eventually 
the numbers were whittled down to three usual boats, George and Ginga on Heart of Gold, Bill and 
Bob on Tunnag and Willie and myself on Sassie Lassie.

We set off from Inverness Marina late Friday afternoon and arrived in Cromarty to pick up my 
mooring, which was covered in weed and slime from lack of use. Unshipping the dinghy, we 
motored ashore to have a couple of pints before returning for a reasonably early night.

In the morning, George and Bill led off, over calm seas and under blue skies, for our first 
destination, Wick. It would be a good twelve hour trip and with the lack of wind, the iron spinnaker 
would be hoisted all the way. Nothing much happened until we were approaching Clyth Ness where 
the fog, we had been seeing on the horizon for a good hour, suddenly closed in and left us with a 
visibility of fifty to one hundred yards. Luckily, we all had GPS and Bill and I also had chart 
plotters.

George and I were ahead, almost level when we went into the fog, with Bill perhaps a mile behind, 
heading for the same waypoint outside Wick Bay. George called me on the radio to say he was five 
miles from the waypoint and I confirmed that I was the same distance away. He later called to say he 
was two miles off and I replied, so was I, but we had not seen each other since entering the fog 
bank. We both got to the waypoint at around the same time and turned towards the harbour on the 
bearing given in the Almanac. I arrived at the north cardinal mark when George suddenly appeared 
out of the mist on my port side, threatening to ram me amidships. When he saw me, he steered 
sharply to port while I turned to starboard and we quickly lost sight of each other again. George later 
told me that when he had seen the lateral mark, he realised he was on the wrong side of it, steering 
to starboard to correct this, when he had seen me and took his avoiding action. I followed the 
bearing again and after a few minutes, Willie shouted that there was a big black thing ahead. When 
we got close enough to see, it turned out to be the harbour breakwater so necessitating turning 
sharply ninety degrees to starboard, along to the end of the wall, and then back in behind it to the 
harbour entrance.

Over the last winter, Wick had new pontoons installed and we found the facilities to be excellent 
with nice clean toilets and showers.

We only stayed in Wick one night as we wanted to push on to Orkney to maximise our cruising time 
in the islands, so on another calm day we set off motoring for Duncansby Head twelve miles distant. 
We had allowed ourselves three hours to reach Duncansby, to arrive there as the tide turned from 
east to west, and so carry us safely over the Pentland Firth. For the first half of this part of the 
passage we were stemming the tide and making slow progress, but later picked up the back tide 
around Sinclair Bay and arrived nearly an hour early. Bill and I had a discussion on the radio and he 
decided to go for it straight away so made good his course for a point a mile west of the Lowther 
Rock. George took a more westerly course, heading almost for the southern tip of Swona. When we 
discussed this later, he told us that he had done this deliberately in case his engine had cut out when 
the tide would have taken back towards us. Earlier, I had pointed out to George that his exhaust was 
mainly steam, not water, hence his concern for the engine. The passage across the Pentland was 
uneventful and we even had the bonus of the wind picking up as we passed the tip of South 
Ronaldsay, enabling a good sail right up to the entrance to St Margarets Hope.

St Margarets offers good shelter, secure anchoring and wonderful fish and chips, together with a 



well deserved pint, or two. Luckily, whilst talking to some locals in the pub, George found the name 
of the impeller stockist in Kirkwall as he discovered that he did not have a spare aboard, although 
there was one in his garage.

The next morning, the wind had freshened from the north east and we decided to head for 
Stromness, reasoning that, even if George's engine gave up, it would still be possible to sail onto the 
pontoons. So we all set off from St Margarets, putting up the sails as soon as we were out of he bay, 
and heading north west across Scapa Flow with the wind on the beam. The first area of shallow 
water to be passed was called The Grinds and as we skirted the edge, I noticed, what I took to be a 
creel buoy, ahead. Aiming to give it a reasonable clearance of twenty to thirty yards, when we were 
abeam of it, I saw, to my horror, a line just ahead of us, trailing horizontally just below the surface 
of the water. Willie and I watched with trepidation as the rope slid under the bow, cleared the keel 
and propeller but became snagged on the rudder. We had been under full sail at more than six knots 
and, as the rope tightened, came to a full stop. I immediately lowered the platform at the stern of the 
boat and went down onto it to have a closer look at the problem. The rope was tight and three feet 
under the water so this was obviously not a single creel otherwise we would have been dragging it 
along. Willie passed me a boat hook and I managed to hook the rope but it was so tight that I could 
not pull it close enough to cut. A quick decision was then made to take down the sails, but not start 
the engine with a rope so close to the propeller, to try and ease the pressure on the rope. Bill, who 
was following me, had seen something was wrong, took down his sails and started his motor. When 
I went down onto the platform again with the boat hook and knife, I was able to pull up the rope far 
enough to saw away at it and it eventually parted. We watched anxiously and then with relief as the 
buoy popped up and drifted off astern a couple of minutes later. So we radioed the others to say we 
were OK and hoisted the sails again to make the rest of the trip to Stromness without any further 
adventures.

Having been in Stromness the last time we sailed to Orkney and on a family holiday many years 
earlier, I had visited all the museums and places of interest, so for most of the four days there, I 
pottered around the boat doing odd jobs. The wind had gone into the north and strengthened so our 
plans for heading out of Hoy Mouth and making for Pierowall were put on hold. Meanwhile, 
George had contacted the supplier for his impeller which would take three days to arrive. We had 
thought about heading south west, around Cape Wrath, but by the time George had bought and fitted 
the impeller, there was not enough of our two week cruise left to do this. Bill, however, lost his crew 
in Stromness as Bob was feeling quite unwell and returned home via the Scrabster ferry, the 
Hamnavoe.

So we set off south after four days in port, along the west side of Scapa Flow, to Long Hope, still in 
a northerly breeze. This trip held no unpleasant surprises apart from the size of Long Hope harbour, 
which appeared bigger and emptier in the Orkney Harbour Guide photos. The lifeboat takes up 
nearly all the northern wall of the harbour, with small fishing boats filling the eastern wall. We 
managed to squeeze onto the small return just at the entrance and rafted all three boats together. We 
made an early evening visit to the local pub where, as luck would have it, Bill fell into a 
conversation with the locals and ended up with replacement crew, Richard and his dog Robbie. 
Robbie the dog was very intelligent and well trained, so much so that we almost expected to see him 
take the tiller.

We were not late returning to the boats and were up again at 6.30am the next morning to catch the 
tide. The passage timings had been calculated from the instructions in the Clyde Cruising Club Pilot 
book which said that the tide turned in the Pentland at Aberdeen high water minus 4 hours.30 
minutes. On that day, we calculated that it would turn eastwards at around 9.00am, so we left 
ourselves an hour and a half to get from Long Hope, around Cantick Head, and up to Aith Head 



where the guide said we should begin the crossing. All went well, apart from a slight worry when 
we slowed down to three knots approaching Cantick Head, and, at the appointed hour, we duly 
pointed the bows due south as Aith Hope opened before us.

The passage across the Firth, between Swona and Stroma, took only an hour and forty minutes, with 
our speed over the ground approaching 10 knots at times, before we were swept around Duncansby 
Head heading for Wick. This time the entrance to Wick Harbour was easy in excellent visibilty and 
calm seas.

Richard, Bill, Willie and I had a BBQ that evening aboard Sassie Lassie, cooking the usual sausages 
and burgers, but with four freshly caught mackerel. Later we all went to the Camps Bar where the 
singing in the karaoke was so bad, it drove us back to the boats for a nightcap.

The next morning, Richard, Bill and I went to the local Wetherspoons for breakfast, bought the 
Sunday papers and strolled through Poultney Town. On looking out over the breakwater, the sea, 
whilst still choppy, seemed manageable and the wind had died down from the previous night, so that 
when we returned to the harbour at 10.00am, we all agreed to set sail immediately for Helmsdale. 
When we were further out, the sea became quite confused with swells running from the north and 
east but after rounding Clyth Ness, things became easier. I had a fine sail mostly averaging seven 
knots and made the trip in just over four hours.

When we arrived at Helmsdale, Alec Jappy, the ever helpful harbour master, was there to meet us 
and when finding out we were from Cromarty, said “If I had known it was you , I wouldn't have 
bothered coming down but now that I'm here I might as well collect the fees.” After more banter 
between George and Alec, we relaxed and planned for the next day. Alec said that George and Bill, 
with their three feet drafts, could get out at any state of the tide but with my six foot keel, I would 
have to wait for three hours after high water. That evening we had dinner in a local hotel , entirely 
cooked from frozen and pretty poor value, this being the last night of the cruise.

The next morning, George and Bill set off for Cromarty at 9.00am and I followed at noon although 
my intention was to go back to my berth in Inverness Marina. There being very little wind, we were 
all motoring on autopilot and arrived safely at our different destinations. Richard stayed the night 
with Bill before boarding the train for Thurso and the ferries back to Long Hope.

We had a very enjoyable, albeit shortened, cruise but at least we had visited a new harbour, crossed 
through the middle of the Pentland Firth and enjoyed the comfort of Wick's new pontoons.
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